GLOBAL IFS ADVANTAGES

- **Reduced Operating Costs** through lower supply air volume & higher supply air temperature
- **Improved Indoor Air Quality** pushing impurities up out of the occupied zone
- **Lower Installed Cost** with reduced ductwork and smaller chiller
- **Gaming Layout Flexibility**, minimized downtime to change gaming machine layout

GLOBAL IFS PRODUCTS

**TecCrete Raised Access Floor**
- Managing building infrastructure underfloor, invisibly

**Modular Power** for Gaming Stations including:
- VLT Slot Machines
- Government Monitoring Switch
- Electronic Table Gaming

**Underfloor Air**
- Slot Machine Air Valves
- Air Diffusers where needed

*Slot Machine Air Valve replaces raised access floor panel below a slot machine to optimize airflow.*

*Modular power runs under TecCrete for easy access to power and infrastructure.*